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Abstract

We consider the permutation routing problem on two�
dimensional n� n meshes� To be practical� a routing
algorithm is required to ensure very small queue sizes
Q� and very low running time T � not only asymp�
totically but particularly also for the practically im�
portant n up to ����� With a technique inspired by
a scheme of Kaklamanis�Krizanc�Rao� we obtain a
near�optimal result� T 	 
 �n�O�� with Q 	 
� Al�
though Q is very attractive now� the lower order terms
in T make this algorithm highly impractical� There�
fore we present simple schemes which are asymptoti�
cally slower� but have T around � � n for all n and Q
between 
 and ��

� Introduction

Communication between processing units �PUs in a
network is performed by exchanging packets of infor�
mation� Since the network is sparse� due to physical
constraints on the number and length of links� the
packets have to travel through intermediate nodes�
Packet routing is concerned with the organization
of the movement of the packets in a network� The
e�ciency of a packet�routing protocol is measured by
�� the time that passes until all the routing requests
are completed� and �
 the size of auxiliary memory
in each PU� The time is measured by the maximum
number T of routing steps� and the memory by the
maximum number Q of packets that may be queued
simultaneously in a PU� As we think of PUs as small
nodes with limited storage capacity� it is very impor�
tant to have algorithms that work with small Q� Fur�
thermore� the larger the queues are� the longer it takes
to insert and extract packets from them� the assump�
tion that managing the queues takes no time is realis�
tic only if the queues are very small� Another criterion
for a practical algorithm is simplicity� in applications
an algorithm with a few instructions always outper�
forms a complicated scheme which appears better in
theory�
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We consider routing permutations on a two�
dimensional n � n MIMD mesh� In a permutation

routing problem� every PU is source and destination
of precisely one packet� A routing algorithm is called
optimal if T 	 
�n�
� the diameter of the mesh� and
near�optimal if T 	 
 � n � O��� Recently� routing
on meshes has attracted a considerable amount of at�
tention� The �rst routing algorithms which required
close to 
 � n steps were given by Kunde ��� and Ra�
jasekaran and Tsantilas ����� Leighton� Makedon and
Tollis ��� presented the �rst deterministic algorithm
with optimal routing time and constant size queues�
This paper is of a great theoretical importance but the
maximum queue size is impractically large �Q 	 ����
according to ���� Rajasekaran and Overholt ��� re�
duced Q to about ��� �for comments see ���� Further
improvements are given in ��� and ��
�� we presented
routing algorithms with T 	 
 �n�
 and Q 	 ��� and
with T 	 
 � n� O�� and Q 	 �
�

In this paper we take a di�erent approach� It ap�
pears that the line of algorithms from ��� over ��� to
��� and ��
� has come to an end� We believe that no
further substantial improvements can be achieved by
developing the routing scheme� the scattering tech�
nique� or the spreading technique� Therefore� we
step back somewhat and consider a combination of
the algorithms of Rajasekaran�Tsantilas ����� Kak�
lamanis�Krizanc�Rao �
� and Kaufmann�Sibeyn�Suel
���� This gives an algorithm with really short queues�
Q 	 
 and T 	 
 � n � O��� However� the addi�
tional constant is impracticably large� Therefore we
consider schemes which are simple and behave much
better than any known algorithm for practically im�
portant sizes of the mesh� n between �� and ��
��
Variants give a trade�o� between Q and T � These
algorithms have been simulated to test their imple�
mentability� and to determine the actual number of
routing steps�

In the remainder of the paper we �rst give an
overview of basic ideas underlying the algorithms�
Section � o�ers a basic algorithm with T 	 � � n �
�� � n��� and Q 	 
� Then this algorithm is re�ned
to one with T 	 
 � n � O�n��� and Q 	 
� In Sec�
tion ��� we introduce critical and non�critical packets
to obtain T 	 
 � n � O�� and Q 	 
� Hereafter we
give the more practical schemes and present results of
simulations thereof�

�



� Preliminaries

Model Assumptions� As computer model we as�
sume a two�dimensional n � n MIMD mesh without
wrap�around connections� We refer to this machine
simply by mesh� It consists of n� PUs� each of which
is connected to �at most four other PUs by a regular
square grid� The PU at position �i� j is referred to
by Pi�j� where P��� is in the upper�left corner� One
packet of bounded length can be routed in each di�
rection over one link during a step� Thus a PU may
send and receive during a step �at most four pack�
ets� Packets are never divided or combined� Packets
carry information that enables the PUs to route them
to their destination� It may happen that a packet
has to wait a number of steps in some PU P � In the
meantime other packets may enter P � and thus P may
have to store packets in a queue of some size Q� In
all queue�size analysis we assume that in addition to
a queue� a PU has bu�ers connected to its in� and
outgoing connections�

Assumption � Packets that are passing by are not
counted when determining Q� It is even possible to
exchange a packet in a bu�er and a packet in a queue�

In the algorithms with T 	 
 � n� o�n and Q 	 
 we
assume that packets are �consumed� upon arrival�

Assumption � Packets that have reached there des�
tination are not counted when determining Q�

We want to stress that both assumptions appear nat�
ural and that they are implicitly made in the analysis
of many other routing algorithms as well�

Scattering� Fast and e�cient scattering subrou�
tines� which redistribute the packets in s�s submeshes
of an n�n mesh such that the number of packets from
one row of the mesh with destination in one column
of the mesh is minimized� are essential for the routing
algorithms of this paper� The scattering subroutine
must be uni�axial in order to �t into the routing al�
gorithm� in any given step the routing must be per�
formed either only over vertical links� or only over
horizontal links� In ���� it is shown that

Lemma � Uni�axial row�major �column�major� ���
sorting on n� n meshes with Q 	 
 can be performed

in ���� � n steps� ��� sorting with Q 	 
 can be per�

formed in ���� � n steps�

One�Dimensional Routing� Our algorithms
are composed of routing operations within one�
dimensional subarrays� If during such a routing sev�
eral packets are competing for the use of the same
connection� the packet that has to go farthest in this
direction gets priority� that is� we apply the farthest�
�rst strategy�

In order to analyze the routing within the rows or
columns we need the routing lemma� which gives
the exact number of routing steps needed�

Lemma � ��� De	ne for a given distribution of pack�
ets over the PUs hr�i� j 	 �f packets passing from
left to right through i and j g
 and let Tr be the number
of required rightward routing steps� Then

Tr 	 max
i�j

fj � i � hr�i� j � �g�

Types of Packets and Subdivisions� Packets
that need to move between opposite corner submeshes
of size a � a are called critical� the other packets
are called non�critical� In some of our algorithms�
the non�critical packets perform a deterministic three�
phase algorithm ��randomization� along the columns�
and then greedily towards their destinations� the crit�
ical packets are routed recursively in some designated
a � a area� Eventually a becomes too small to ap�
ply recursion� Then we �nish with a sub�optimal al�
gorithm assuring short queues� e�g�� sorting with the
algorithm of ����� For reducing the queue sizes� we
apply basic spreading techniques� Furthermore� the
mesh is divided into s � s submeshes Si�j� which are
indexed as the PUs� starting with S��� in the upper�left
corner� Throughout this paper m 	 n�s� Let row�
bundle i� Ri 	 �m��

j�� Si�j � and let column�bundle j�

Cj 	 �m��
i�� Si�j� See Figure � for an illustration�
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S��� S��� S��� S��� S���
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Figure �� Subdivisions for the case s 	 n��� m 	 ��

� Basic Algorithm

The algorithms which we present in the following sec�
tions can be viewed as deterministic versions of an im�
provement of the algorithm of Rajasekaran and Tsan�
tilas ����� Like all other recent permutation routing
algorithms ��� �� �� ��� it consists of the greedy algo�
rithm preceded with steps to reduce the arising queue
sizes�

�� Route all packets along the columns to pseudo�
random destinations within their columns�

�� Route all packets along the rows to their desti�
nation columns�






�� Route all packets along the columns to their des�
tinations�

The essential point is how Phase � is worked out�
In a simple deterministic algorithm with Q 	 
�

the main phases are interleaved with local scattering
phases�

Algorithm basic�route

�� In every submesh Si�j� the packets are sorted on
the indices of their destination column�bundles�

�� The packets are unshu�ed along the columns�
in every submesh Si�j � � � i� j � m� send the packet
with rank r� standing in position �k� l� � � k� l � s�
to position �k� l of S�i	r
modm�j �

�� In every submesh� the packets are sorted in
column�major order on the indices of their desti�
nation column�bundles�

�� The packets are routed along the rows to the
�rst PUs in their destination column�bundles hold�
ing less than two packets�

	� In every submesh� the packets are sorted in row�
major order on the indices of their destination row�
bundles�


� The packets are routed along the columns to the
�rst PUs in their destination submeshes holding less
than two packets�

�� In every submesh� the packets are routed to
their destinations�

In Step 
 any PU is destination of precisely one
packet� if in Step � the sorting is performed with re�
spect to the same indexing in all submeshes� The cor�
rectness follows from the following lemma and its ana�
logue for Step ��

Lemma � If s � �� �
p
��
 � n���
 then Step � can

be performed as speci	ed�

Proof� Consider the packets with destination in some
column�bundle Cj� Let �k�l be the number of these
packets� which initially reside in Sk�l�

P
k�l�k�l 	 s �n�

At most d�k�l�me of the packets in Sk�l are routed
from submesh Sk�l to Si�l in row�bundle Ri� After
Step 
� there are in total at most

P
kd�k�l�me packets

in Si�l with destination in Cj� After Step � at most
d�Pkd�k�l�me�se of them stand in the same row� In
total there are at most

P
ld�
P

kd�k�l�me�se � m �
m��s� s packets in a row with destination in Cj� So�
in order to be able to perform Step �� s must be taken
so large that m �m��s � s� �

Theorem � With s � ���
p
��
�n���
 basic�route

performs permutation routing on an n � n mesh in
� � n� 
� � s � � �n� �� �n��� steps and with maximal
queue size 
�

Proof� Step � and Step � are ��� sortings and take

���� � s steps� In Step 
 packets travel at most a dis�

tance n � s� Step � is a 
�
 sorting and takes ���� � s
steps� Step � can be performed by combining a 
�

sorting with a trivial routing operation� which can be
performed in s�
 steps� a packet which has to go to
a PU with row�major index i� � � is� � �� within its
submesh is given key i mod �s��
� Then after sorting
in row�major order� a packet stands either in its des�
tination PU or s�
 rows above it� Summing we �nd
T 	 � � n� 
� � s� �

There are some restrictions on n and s� s must be a
power of two� and a divisor of n� For example� for
n 	 ��� 	 �
 ��
� we can take s 	 �
� and the routing

takes ��n�
��n��
 � �
�����n steps� This appears bad�

but so far no other routing algorithm achieves Q 	 

with less routing steps �for smaller n it is better to

sort in ���� � n steps�

� New Approach

We re�ne basic�route and obtain the �rst permuta�
tion routing algorithm with near�optimal performance
and maximal queue size two� There are two main
ideas� For the pseudo�randomization in Step 
 we
choose a destination such that the sum of the distances
that a packet has to travel during Step 
 and Step �
does not exceed n� The second idea� going back on
����� is to coalesce the phases� In our approach this is
particularly di�cult since the routing phases are sep�
arated by the scattering phases �Step � and Step ��
If the routing phases are coalesced then the scatter�
ing cannot be performed as before� We show how to
scatter disjointly with the same quality as a single
scattering on all packets at the same time�

��� Modifying Phase �

We start with a randomized version of the modi�ed
Phase �� As in �
� the packets are randomized in ran�
domization ranges that depend on both the source
and the destination rows� But in �
� only the case
of static randomization range is analyzed� although
the concept of �exible ranges is mentioned� It has
the great advantage that now the expected number
of packets that are routed in Phase � to any row is
strictly less than 
 � n�
A packet p in row i with destination in row j has

randomization range

Ai�j 	

�
maxf�� i � j � n



g�minfn� i� j � n



g
�
�

De�ne ai�j to be the size of the range�

ai�j 	 minfn� i � j � n



g � maxf�� i � j � n



g � ��

�



Every packet p is routed with probability ��ai�j to
any row in its randomization range� The ranges are
the largest subsets for which the sum of the lengths
of the pathes in Phase � and in Phase � is at most n�
Two typical examples are given in Figure 
�

� � � � � � �
i � �

�

n��

n

n�� n
j �

� � � �

� � � �
i � n��

�

n��

n

n�� n
j �

Figure 
� Randomization ranges as a function of j�
left for i 	 �� right for i 	 n�
�

Routing Time of Phase �� By the density of
the packets in a subset S of the PUs we mean the
expected number of packets residing in S divided by
�S� The density in a row is important because the
routing lemma �Lemma 
 implies that� under con�
dition that packets nor destinations lie concentrated�
any distribution with density at most 
 can be routed
in n steps� In the following we give a detailed analysis�
Consider the routing in some row i� Let x� y be

an arbitrary pair of indices with x � y� According to
Lemma 
� we can concentrate on the packets that have
to travel from a column j� � x� to some column j� �
y� Let X be the set of PUs in the leftmost x columns�
and Y of the PUs in the rightmost n�y columns� The
Worst cases are obtained when n �minfx � �� n � yg
packets are given sources in X and destinations in Y
such that the expected value of hr�x� y is maximized�
It can be shown that if x � n � y � �� that then
for x� 	 x � �� hr�x� y � hr�x

�� y � �� going from
x� to x gives more freedom in the placement of the
packets within X � but the e�ect on the expected value
of hr�x� y is small� An analogous relation holds when
x � n�y��� Hence� we may concentrate on the cases
x 	 n� y � �� As the source and destination column
of a packet p have no in�uence on the probability that
p is randomized to row i� we may assume without
loss of generality that the packets in column j have
destination in column n� j � ��
Hereby the problem is reduced to the one�

dimensional problem of �nding the permutation of
f�� �� � � �� n��g that gives the maximal density in some
i� Trying some examples� one will discover soon that
this maximum is assumed for i 	 n�
 under the iden�
tity Id� We prove that this observation is correct� For
a permutation �� let dens��i be the resulting density
in a PU i under �� Let dens�� 	 maxifdens��ig�
Lemma � dens�� � dens�Id
 for all permutations
� � ��� n� ��� ��� n� ���

Proof� Consider some PU i� Suppose that ��i 	 j 		
i� that ��k 	 i� and that i � j� k� If � 		 Id� then such
an i exists� i can be taken equal to the minimal value
of a cycle of �� Let �� equal � except for ���i 	 i� and
��k 	 j� If we show that dens��� � dens�� then we
are done� because then � can be transformed step�by�
step to Id� Figure � gives a schematical representation

� �

i j k

v v v��

�


�

i j k

v v v�
� ��� �

Figure �� Situation under � and ���

of the situation under � and �� �modulo the order of
j and k� We must show that

�

ai�j
�

�

ak�i
� �

ai�i
�

�

ak�j
� ��

The proof would be easy if there would not appear
maximas and minimas in the de�nition of ai�j� Now
several cases must be distinguished� Suppose that j�
k � n� Let a 	 
 � i � n� 
� b 	 j � i� and c 	 k � i�
Then �� takes the form




a� b
�




a� c
� 


a
�




a� b� c
�

And� this is true� because a��a�b�c � �a�b��b�c�
For the other cases� like j�k � n and i�j� i�k � n�

the proof can be given analogously� �

Lemma 	 For the identity permutation on a one�
dimensional array
 sending the packets to a uniformly
chosen PU from their randomization range
 the den�
sity in any PU is less than 
 � ln 
 � ������

Proof� We analyze the densities in some PU k� For
Id the expressions for the randomization ranges and
their sizes become very simple� Ai 	 ��� i�n�
�� ai 	
i� n�
��� for � � i � n�
� Ai 	 �i�n�
� �� n� ���
ai 	 ��
 �n� i��� for n�
 � i � n� Only PU n�
� �
and PU n�
 lie in the ranges for all i� So� clearly

dens�k � dens�n�
 � 
 �Pn��
i�n�� �����
 � n � i �


 � R n
n��

�����
 � n� idi 	 
 � ln 
� �

We conclude that sending the packets to a uniformly
selected PU from their randomization ranges� gives in
every row a distribution which can easily be routed in
n steps�

�



Processor Densities� In a non�coalesced version of
the algorithm� the maximal queue size is determined
by the maximal densities that may arise in the PUs�
We show that they are less than two� which is su�cient
for proving that the maximal occurring queue size is
two� The analysis for the real algorithm� in which the
phases are coalesced� is given in Section ����

Lemma 
 For all permutations
 the density in any
PU is less than �����

Proof� We analyze the density in PU Pi at posi�
tion �i� j in some column j� � � j � n� We consider
for all PUs Pk� � � k � n� in column j� the size �i�k
of the smallest randomization�range that includes Pi�
This size is determined by the destination row of the
packet starting in Pk� The maximum density in Pi
satis�es dens�Pi �

P
k ���i�k�

Consider for given k� a packet p starting in Pk� with
destination in some row l� The randomization range of
p is maximal for l 	 n� k� ak�n�k 	 n� ak�l decreases
for l larger or smaller� Thus� �i�k is assumed for the
largest or for the smallest possible l� such that i � Ak�l�
Without loss of generality we assume that i � n�
�
Then the smallest l equals �� for all k� The largest l
equals minfn��� n�
�i�kg� We have ak�� 	 �n�k�
�
and ak�minfn���n	��i�kg 	 maxfn�i� n�k�
g� Hence�
�i�k 	 minf�n�k�
�maxfn�i� n�k�
gg� This gives
four possible ranges�

�i�k 	 n � i� if k � maxf
 � i� n� 
 � ig
�i�k 	 n � k�
� if n�
 � k � 
 � i
�i�k 	 �n � k�
� if 
 � i � k � n� 
 � i
�i�k 	 �n � k�
� if k � minf
 � i� n�
g�

The relations become particularly easy for i 	 n�
�
For smaller i� some of the �i�k 	 n�k�
� are replaced
by �larger �i�k 	 n� i� Formalizing this argument� it
follows that the maximal density occurs in Pn��� We
have �n���k 	 �n � k�
� for k � n�
� and �n���k 	
n � k�
� for k � n�
� This gives dens�Pn�� 	 
 �Pn����

k�� 
��n�k � ��R n��� ���n�kdk 	 ��ln���
 �
����� �

��� Non�Simultaneous Scattering

Suppose that the packets that have to be scattered
over the rows are not all present by the time the scat�
tering on the packets that have to go farthest has to be
performed� Then we have to perform repeated scat�
tering� This costs more time and implies the risk that
the quality of the scattering is severely reduced� Some�
times some quality reduction can be bu�ered� e�g�� if
spreading is applied� sometimes this is undesirable�
We show that the same distribution of the packets over
the rows can be achieved as when all packets would

be present at the start� if the number of di�erent keys
does not exceed s� the size of the submeshes in which
the scattering is performed�
Assume that there are exactly s keys � ��� s � ���

and that we want to perform an optimal distribution
of the packets with the same keys over the rows� We
can make column j responsible for the packets with
key j� Suppose that the number xj of packets with
key j that were scattered in this submesh is available
in this column� Then� upon arrival of a new charge of
packets that have to be scattered� we perform

Algorithm scatter

�� Sort the new packets in column�major order�

�� Determine the numbers yj of packets with key j
modulo s�

�� Move the last yj packets with key j along the
rows to column j�

�� Place these last yj packets within column j in
the positions ��xj�j mod s� �xj�j�yj�� mod s�
�cyclically�

	� For all j� xj �	 xj � yj �

The properties of the scattering are resumed in

Lemma � If scatter is performed t times
 there are
in total Aj packets with key j
 � � j � s
 and

P
j Aj 	

A
 then at most dAj�se packets with key j are placed
in any row� The scattering takes O�t � s�A�s steps�
If in any repetition of scatter there are in total a
packets to scatter then the queue sizes are bounded by
da�s�e� ��

Proof� The time order can be analyzed easily� all
steps in scatter are simple sort and shift operations�
It is essential that the packets are reasonably evenly
distributed� The i�th packet with key j is placed in
row �i � j mod s� This immediately gives the bound
on the number of packets with key j that is placed in
a row� When a packets are scattered� then they are
optimally distributed in Step �� and then in Step � or
Step � a PU may receive one more packet� �

��� Algorithm

With the gathered knowledge about the �randomiza�
tion� and the scattering it is now easy to construct a
deterministic algorithm with T 	 
 � n� O�n��� and
Q 	 
�
The algorithm consists alternatingly of local rear�

rangements and routing phases� It is very similar to
basic�route� Most important are the modi�cations
of the pseudo�randomization in Step 
 and the coalesc�
ing of the routing phases with the repeated scatter

in Step � and Step �� The mesh is divided in sub�
meshes of size s� s� and the time in slots of length S�
We use m 	 n�s�

�



Algorithm small�q�route

�� In every submesh� sort the packets lexicograph�
ically �rst on the indices of their row�bundles and
then on the indices of their column�bundles� For ev�
ery packet p� standing in row�bundle i� � � i � m�
with destination in row�bundle k� � � k � m� deter�
mine the number of row�bundles ai�k� that lie within
its randomization range� If p has rank r within its
submesh� then it gets intermediate destination in
row�bundle r mod ai�k� In every submesh� the pack�
ets are sorted in row�major order on the indices of
their intermediate destination row�bundles�

�� Route the packets along the columns to the �rst
PUs in their intermediate destination row�bundles
holding no other packets of this type�

�� In every s� s submesh� scatter the packets that
just �nished Step 
 in column�major order� every S
steps�

�� Route the packets along the rows to the �rst
PUs in their destination column�bundles holding
less than two packets of this type�

	� In every submesh� scatter the packets that just
�nished Step � in row�major order� every S steps�


� Route the packets along the columns to the
�rst PUs in their destination submeshes holding no
other packets of this type�

�� In every submesh� route the packets to their des�
tinations� every S steps�

��� Analysis

We set s 	 n��� and S 	 n������ and determine the
largest 	 for which analogues of Lemma � hold�

Lemma  If 	 � ��

 then Step � can be performed
as speci	ed�

Proof� The randomization range of any packet is at
least n�
� So� the �probability� that a packet is routed
to some submesh Si�j� is at most 
 � s�n� Taking into
account the rounding errors� we �nd that in any sub�
mesh there are at most d�
 � s� � s�n �m�se packets
with destination in Si�j in a single column�
Consider now the PUs from which Si�j may be

reached by packets �nishing Step 
 between routing
step t and t� S� Because the packets are not delayed
during Step 
� these are PUs in at most 
 � dS�se sub�
meshes� Hence� during S steps� Si�j receives at most
d 	 
 � dS�se � d�
 � s��n � m�se packets in any of
its columns� Taking 	 � ��
 gives d 	 O�n������� 	
o�s� �

Lemma � If 	 � 
��
 then Step � can be performed
as speci	ed�

Proof� If the packets would not be delayed during
Step �� we could have proven analogously to the proof
of Lemma �� that during S steps the number of packets
received by a submesh is at most o�s�� However�
packets may be delayed� and applying the farthest�
�rst strategy� this may mean that packets which do no
have to travel far are �wiped together� and all arrive
at once�
A particularly bad instance arises for the �hor�

izontal shift over n�
� the permutation under
which the packet starting in Pi�j has destination in
Pi��j	n��
modn� Under this permutation� all approxi�
mately 
 � ln 
 � s� packets going to submesh Sm���m��

arrive at once� Actually this is a worst case� no permu�
tation �randomizes� more than 
 � ln 
 � s� packets with
destination in a single column�bundle to the same row�
bundle �this can be shown analogously to the proof
of Lemma �� Because in Step 
� in every submesh
the number of packets with destination in some row�
bundle l� which get intermediate destination in a row�
bundle may be rounded up m times� the actual num�
ber may be larger bym�� This means that the number
d of packets with destination in Cm��� in any row of
Rm�� satis�es d 	 
 � ln 
 � s �m��s�m� For 	 � 
��
this gives d 	 
 � ln 
 � s � o�s� �

Lemma �� If 	 � ��

 then Step � can be performed
as speci	ed�

Proof� Similar to the proof of Lemma �� The ob�
servation we must make is that the packets are hardly
delayed� because the packets are more or less random�
ized within the columns� part of those that have des�
tinations in the highest i rows already stand there af�
ter Step 
� This means that the density in the stream
through some connection from row i�� to row i never
becomes one� Thus� packets can always start Step �
within s steps� and packets are not wiped together as
a result of the farthest��rst strategy� Also� because
of the �randomization� the packets within the stream
are fairly distributed and it may not happen that the
stream mainly consists of packets with destination in
a single submesh� Hence� during S steps in any row of
a submesh at most d 	 O�s �S�n�m packets are re�
ceived� Taking 	 � ��
 gives d 	 O�n������� 	 o�s�
�

Summing all the arising queue sizes gives Q 	 ��
�
� � � 	 �� Using Assumption 
 we may forget about
the packets that have reached their destinations and
get Q 	 ��
With a simple modi�cation we can obtain Q 	 
�

The PUs are colored white and black as on a chess
board� Pi�j is colored white if i�j even� otherwise it is
colored black� From the analyses of the above lemmas
it follows that the number of packets that �nish their

�



Step 
 and Step � during S steps in some submesh
Si�j is o�s� Only the packets that �nish their Step �
may be numerous� but their number does not exceed
��
 � s�� This makes it possible to correctly modify
Step 
� � and � as follows�

�� Route the packets along the columns to the �rst
white PUs in their intermediate destination row�
bundles holding no other packets that just �nished
Step 
 or Step ��

�� Route the packets along the rows to the �rst
white PUs in their destination column�bundles hold�
ing no other packets of this type� or to the �rst black
PUs holding less than two packets�

�� Route the packets along the columns to the �rst
white PUs in their intermediate destination row�
bundles holding no other packets that just �nished
Step 
 or Step ��

In this way� the packets leave enough room for each
other to always �nd a place�

Theorem � With 	 � 
��
 small�q�route per�
forms permutation routing on an n � n mesh in

 � n � O�m � S � s � n�S steps and with maximal
queue size two�

Proof� Step � takes O�s steps� As a result of Step ��
� and �� the routing is interrupted n�S times for O�s
steps� A packet may be waiting S steps before it is
handled by each of these steps� In Step 
 the pack�
ets move without delay as far as they have to go� A
packet spends at most n steps in Step �� consider a
packet p moving through some row� By Lemma � and
Lemma �� we know that if all packets would start to
move at the same time� that then p would reach its
destination column within n steps� Actually� some
packets already have covered part of their distance
by the time p starts Step �� This certainly does not
increase the duration of Step � for p beyond n� In
Step �� packets may need s steps to enter the stream�
but then move without further delay� �

Actually we do not need s 	 n��� with 	 � 
��� It is
su�cient to take s 	 c � n��� for suitable constant c�

Corollary � With s 	 O�n��� and S 	 n���
 the
modi	ed version of small�q�route performs permu�
tation routing on an n � n mesh in 
 � n � O�n���
steps and with maximal queue size two�

If in Step �� the sorting is performed in n���� n���

submeshes� then s can be taken O�n��� and S equal
to n���� The routing time becomes 
 � n�O�n����

��	 Reducing T

In this section we describe how small�q�route can
be augmented with the idea of critical packets �����

Critical packets start in one of the a � a corners and
have destination in an oppositely located corner� They
do not perform the local scattering routines but are
routed without delay towards their destinations� and
are routed recursively within designated areas of the
mesh� We �rst describe the routing of the critical
packets and discuss later the problems that arise when
non�critical packets are routed simultaneously�
For the �rst Ts steps� during which the non�critical

packets are scattered� the critical packets are routed
orthogonally to the non�critical packets� After the
critical packets moved horizontally for another a� Ts
steps� they perform the recursive routing during which
they move within the recursive routing region to des�
tinations that correspond to their �nal destinations�
Then they move on horizontally until they hit their
destination columns and �nally vertically to their des�
tinations� All together this takes 
 �n� 
 �a� 
�Trc�
where Trc is the time for the recursive routing� Note
that the recursive routing starts at time step 
 �Ts�a�
To guarantee that the regions for the recursive routing
are disjoint we must have 
 � Ts � 
 � a � n�
� With

Ts 	 ���� � n���� this implies that we must choose

a � n��� ���� � n���� �


The non�critical packets must not disturb the rout�
ing of the critical packets� Therefore we modify Step 

in the basic algorithm� such that unshu�ing of the
noncritical packets to the lowest and highest a � Ts
rows is not allowed� Each packet is �randomized� as
before but now in a range which is smaller by at most

 � a� 
 � Ts� the density in the middle rows increases
by a factor smaller than ��n��n�
 �a�
 �Ts� Thus�
the density still remains strictly smaller than two� for
all su�ciently small a� in particular for a 	 o�n� The
additional delay during Step � and Step � is already
comprised in our estimates� Performing basically the
same analysis as before�

Lemma �� Let d�� d�� d� be the distances a non�
critical packet p has to travel in Phase �
 Phase �
and Phase 
 respectively� The phases are 	nished
after d� � O�s
 d� � d� � O�S � s � n�S
 and
d� � d� � d� �O�S � s � n�S steps
 respectively�

Let c be the constant hidden in the term O�S�s�n�S�
Since for the d� � d� � d� � 
 � n� a� we must choose
a � c � �S � s � n�S� in order to get a routing time of
less than 
 �n steps for the non�critical packets� When
s 	 
 � n��� and S 	 n���� we can take a 	 � � c � n����
Comparing with �
� we �nd that the recursion must
stop when

n � ��
 � c � 

��

This number is huge but constant� If eventually n
becomes too small� we apply some routing algorithm

�



that assures Q 	 
� A good choice is the algorithm

from ����� which runs in ���� � n�
During the last local sorting phase of the non�

critical packets� the critical packets run orthogonally
to the sorting direction� and always move towards the
corner� To make this possible the critical packets end
the horizontal move towards their destination columns
slightly before they have reached them� By this �nal

s
s sk s
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s

� �

� �	

Ts steps

during
scattering

a	 Ts

horizontal
steps

recursion

long

horizontal
move

long

vertical
move

during

�nal
rearrangement

Figure �� Track of the critical packets starting in the
lower�left corner�

provision critical and non�critical packets do never in�
teract and so� the stated running time holds� The
complete track of some critical packets is depicted in
Figure ��

Surprisingly� the queue size is 
 as before since the
density for the noncritical packets increases only very
little and critical and non�critical packets do not in�
teract�

Theorem � Distinguishing critical and non�critical
packets
 small�q�route can be modi	ed to perform
permutation routing on an n� n mesh in 
 � n�O��
steps with maximal queue size ��

� Practical Algorithms

In this section we do not strive for an algorithm
with minimal asymptotical running time� but for algo�
rithms which have acceptable run time for all n� while
bounding Q to a minimum� In this respect basic�

route from Section � is not too bad� but we want
more� we would like to have something like T � � � n�
for all n� and Q � ���

	�� Kunde�s Algorithm

The easiest of all algorithms is Kunde�s algorithm ����
The mesh is divided in submeshes of size s � s� and
then the following steps are performed�

Algorithm kunde�route

�� Sort the packets in the s � s submeshes in
column�major order�

�� Route the packets along the rows to their desti�
nation columns�

�� Route the packets along the columns to their
destinations�

Let Tsort�s be the time for column�major sorting�

Lemma �� For kunde�route T �n� s 	 Tsort�s �

 � n� s��n
 Q 	 
 � n�s� �

Proof� Step � takes Tsort�s steps and Step � takes
n� � steps� For Step 
 we notice that after Step � a
packet that stands in the leftmost column of its sub�
mesh apparently has destination in a column with the
smallest index of all packets in this submesh� Hence�
this packets cannot have destination in any of the
rightmost s��n columns� Thus� the maximal distance
it has to travel rightwards is bounded by n � s��n�
The queue size has been analyzed in ���� �

Lemma �� ���� An s� s mesh can be sorted in row�
or column�major order by a uni�axial algorithm with
the routing times T and maximal queue sizes Q given
in Table ��

s T Q


l ���� � s 


l � � s �


l �
��� � s �

�l ���� � s �

Table �� Values of T and Q for uni�axial row�major
sorting�

Important is that these results hold for all s�
Combining Lemma �
 and Lemma �� gives

Theorem � Permutation routing on an n � n mesh
can be performed by a uni�axial algorithm with the
routing times T and maximal queue sizes Q given in
Table ��

n s T Q


l n�
 �
��� � n �

� � �l n�� ���� � n �
� � �l n�� 
��� � n ��

Table 
� Values of T and Q for uni�axial routing�

Proof� The results are obtained by selecting the ap�
propriate sorting algorithm� and then substituting in
the expression of Lemma �
� �

�



	�� Reducing Q

In ��
� we developed several spreading techniques� to
reduce the queue size from 
 � n�s � � down to pos�
sibly n�s� A variant of shortspread is particularly
suited for improving the queue sizes of kunde�route
without increasing the routing time�

Consider a packet p walking rightwards to its desti�
nation in column j� Let Q be the maximum queue size
that we want to allow� Then we apply the following
spreading strategy�

Algorithm shortspread

Route p to Pj� If Pj holds less than Q packets�
then store p in Pj� Else� if Pj holds a packet p�

with destination in Pj	�� then route p� to Pj	� and
store p in Pj� Else� route the packet p� that has to
leave latest from Pj to Pj	�� and store it there�

Notice that shortspread may induce a chain reac�
tion� Its most important property is that each packet
is stored at most one column away from its destina�
tion column� In ��
� we prove the correctness of this
property for Q � n�s �in our case�

We have to make sure that the vertical routing
phase is con�ict free� namely that each packet p re�
sides in the processor P in its destination column at
the moment that it has to start its vertical move� This
moment is T � dp where dp is the distance packet p
has to travel along the column� A problem might arise
if two packets were sent simultaneously from proces�
sor P � one upwards and one downwards� and in the
subsequent steps again� If too many of these packets
were stored in one neighbor of P � then they could not
move fast enough towards P � Fortunately such a sit�
uation cannot occur� Essentially this amounts to the
fact that� either at least s steps pass between two suc�
cessive packets leaving upwards� or su�ciently many
packets already stand in P itself� In order to keep
the packets that are due to leave ahead� the packets
that have to leave �rst can continuously move back
and forth between P � from where they should move
vertically� and between its neighbors� until they �nd a
free location in P �

In this way we obtain a queue size n�s� which
means a fairly good trade�o� between routing times
and queue sizes�

Theorem 	 Permutation routing on an n � n mesh
can be performed by a uni�axial algorithm with the
routing times T and maximal queue sizes Q given in
Table �

Proof� The spreading has no negative in�uence on
the routing times� so we can still use the expression of
Lemma �
� �

n s T Q


l n�
 �
��� � n 


� � 
l n�� �
��� � n �


l n�� ����� � n �

� � �l n�� 
����� � n �


 � �l n�� 

����� � n �

� � �l n�� 
��� � n �

Table �� Values of T and Q for uni�axial routing with
spreading�

	�� Simulations

For testing the feasibility� correctness and running
time in practice� we developed a mesh�simulator sys�
tem� As software�tool we used the LEDA�system
��� ��� A special input generator enables the construc�
tion of �bad inputs supported by simple actions with
the mouse� The actual simulator supports a rather
high�level description of the algorithms� facilitating
the step from algorithms on paper to a running simu�
lation� It allows for parallel recursion� A visualisator
program shows in a window on the left the current dis�
tances the packets still have to go� and in a window
on the right the actual queue sizes� In the middle� the
maximum distance over all packets is displayed�
We have implemented the enriched version of

kunde�route on this simulator� For the sorting we
took the uni�axial sorting algorithm sort�all from
����� This algorithm has a su�ciently simple struc�
ture �essentially it is a merge sort� and yet it combines
�exibility concerning the side lengths with maximum
speed and small queues�
We demonstrate this simulation with an example�

For n 	 �
� and s 	 n��� we consider a permuta�
tion under which the packets in the upper �
 rows are
rotated symmetrically into the rightmost �
 columns�
The packets of the lowest �
 rows are randomly per�
muted into the leftmost �
 columns� The packets in
the central ����� square do not have to move� whereas
all remaining packets are randomly permuted over the
free PUs� Figure � �on Page �� shows the con�gura�
tion after the local sorting� on the left the distances
are shown and on the right it is indicated that the
queue size is � again� Figure � shows the situation
at the end of the horizontal move� The packets that
started in the upper and lower row�bundles are now
concentrated in the corners� The di�erences between
areas where the packets are permuted randomly and
those where they are permuted deterministically can
be distinguished clearly� Finally� Figure � shows a
stage during the vertical move of Step �� In the cen�
tral square all packets have already reached their �nal
destinations�

�



n s Ttheory Treal Treal�n Q

�
� n�� ��
 ��� ���� �

�� n�� ��� ��� ���� �
��� n�� ��
 ��� 
��� �

�� n�� ��� ��� 
��� �
��
 n�� ��� ��� 
��
 �
��� n�� ��� ��� 
��� �

Table �� Comparison between theory and practice for
uni�axial routing with spreading�

For various mesh sizes and choices of s we have ob�
tained the values of T and Q given in Table �� The
slight di�erences between theory an practice mainly
goes back on suboptimal implementations of the sort�
ing algorithms in order to keep them practical� In part
the chosen values for n and s do not allow the full
application of the fastest version of sort�all� Never�
theless our simulation shows that the claimed bounds
are not only correct� but are really attainable by an
algorithm of moderate complexity�
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